FINAL INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for your entry. Permit No 120076
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numbers
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Scrutineers P. Hewer, R. Roberts.
These instructions carry the same authority as the ASR's.
Noise and scrutineering will take place at the Anglesey Circuit
If travelling to the circuit on Friday please note that access to the venue is only permitted between
5:00pm & 7:00 pm due to another activity taking place during the day. Access on Saturday will be
from 6:30am and 8:00 am after which no access will be possible
Your start number is as per enclosed seeded entry list which has been compiled using information
given by competitors and from other sources available to the organisers. No discussions regarding
seeding will be entered into. Competition numbers will be supplied by the organisers.
Competitors will be required to display official rally plate and event sponsors logos on their vehicles
in locations as directed by the organisers. This advertising material will be collected from the circuit
scrutineering building on Friday or issued at the gatehouse on Saturday along with your competition
numbers and Rally pack which includes road book and timecards.
TRAILERS
Trailers are not permitted in the paddock area and once the competing car has been unloaded must be
parked on the grass verges to the side of the paddock area.
OVER NIGHT CAMPING
Camping is permitted over night at the venue but please do so within the COVID-19 regulations in
force.
SCUTINEERING & NOISE TEST
A selection of competing vehicles will be checked by the event scrutineers prior to the start of the
event. The scrutineers will also carry out checks throughout the day.
Noise checks will be carried out during the day using the circuit noise monitoring system as well any
vehicles which the officials judge to be excessively noisy.
DAMAGE TO PADDOCK SURFACE
You are reminded that no holes are to be made in the surface for any reason including securing
anchor bolts for gazebos. A charge of £150.00 per hole fixing point will be made by the circuit.

ROUTE TO AND FROM THE VENUE
All competitors and service vehicles are required to follow the A55 trunk road to the junction with
the A4080. Take the A4080 past Llanfaelog to the Gate House and turn right down the road to the
circuit Do not use the yellow roads which cross from the A55/A5 to the A4080 as this only causes
PR problems. Please DRIVE SLOWLY AT ALL TIMES whilst using the access road from the A4080 to
the circuit. Please obey all speed limits whilst travelling through villages en route to and from the
circuit
Anyone staying on site overnight is reminded that all vehicles other than the rally car and service
vehicle must be removed from the paddock area by 7.00 am on the morning of the event. Bonfires are
not allowed on site. Any person found driving round the venue, unless permission has been given by the
Clerk of Course, will be removed and any competing vehicle associated with that person disqualified
from the competition. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED.
ACCESS TO THE VENUE
Access to the venue will be restricted to those identified on your entry form. Please ensure that each
of your party is in possession of an official wristband. NO WRISTBAND NO ENTRY.
Wristbands will be posted to the entrant during the week 1 for each person identified on your entry
form, up to a maximum of 5. These are for Driver, Co Driver and up to 3 Service Crew members.
Anyone who does not receive their wristbands should contact the entries secretary. The original
wristbands will be cancelled and these will not permit access to the venue.
TYRE/BRAKE WARMING
The warming of tyres and/or brakes is strictly prohibited anywhere within the venue. This includes
the paddock area and any roads within the venue. Anyone caught doing so will be disqualified from the
event and reported to Motorsport UK.
MOTORISED SCOOTERS
The riding of motorised scooters is prohibited anywhere within the venue. This includes petrol and
electric powered versions and any derivative i.e segways. Non-compliance will be penalised by
disqualification from the event.
DRONES
The flying of drones is strictly forbidden. Non-compliance will result in disqualification from the
event.
AWARDS
Awards to 1st & 2nd Overall plus The Geoff Brown Trophy for 1st 2WD will be presented in the proximity
of Rally HQ. All other awards will be posted after the event.

ROUTE DEFINITION
R 29.3.2 Due to the close proximity of some junctions and chicanes, split/merge and chicane diagram
countdown boards may not be used
RALLY HQ
Inside of rally HQ will be out of bounds to every one unless invited in by The Stewards, Clerks of
Course or the Results Team. There are plenty of toilets elsewhere in the venue.
LATERAL FLOW TEST
The organisers have a limited number of Lateral Flow Test kits available for use on the day. There
is no requirement to take a test but should anyone in your party wish to take up the opportunity
please contact Secretary of the Meeting Rod Brereton
GARAGES
Those competitors who have access to garage for the event must keep the door leading on to the pit
lane closed at all times.
SPECTATORS
Unfortunately spectators cannot be accommodated at this event, the first Motor Sport event to
take place in Wales since March 2020, due to the ongoing situation with the pandemic. Please respect
this so we can all help to bring Motorsport back to normal sooner rather than later.
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